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ABSTRACT
A special purpose database management system for VLSI design environment is presented. Besides supporting design data management and tools integration, the system provides lots of facilities for supporting fast development of efficient and powerful VLSI CAD tools. This system could simplify the task and reduce efforts of implementing an integrated VLSI design system.

1. INTRODUCTION
To construct a VLSI design system, a design database management system is needed to integrate tools and manage design data [9,10,11,12]. With the rapid advances in VLSI and software technologies, the design tools, design styles, and design methods of VLSI circuits keep on evolving. Being able to accommodate new tools quickly and provide a comprehensive set of high-performance tools is crucial to the life of a VLSI design system. Therefore, the design database management system should provide not only an environment for integration of design tools and management of design data but also a tool development environment so that new tools can be easily developed and gracefully integrated into the design system.

The conventional database management system is not applicable because of their inadequate performance and difficulty of use [12]. Many systems and researches on VLSI database systems have been reported [3,7,8,13]. Most of them focused only on providing environment for design data management or tool integration. Recently, object oriented database management systems have been proposed. It is regarded that an object oriented database system is more appropriate for VLSI design environment than a record oriented database system [6,18]. However, the need of a database management system to serve as a good VLSI tool development environment has not been addressed yet.

To attack the problem of developing VLSI design systems, we have implemented a new special purpose database management system. In addition to supporting tool integration and design data management, the system supports a tool development environment which eases the task of VLSI design tool construction, integration and maintenance.

The tool development environment offers convenient programming facilities for tasks of efficient manipulation of in-memory design data, fast access of 2D objects, in-memory transaction control, display and graphic output control, and user interface management. By the aid of these in-memory data management facilities, tasks of tool development can be greatly simplified and the tool developing time can be shortened, while the performance of tools built on the system is still comparable to that of tools built on a file system.

For easy tool integration and effective on-disc design data management, the design data storage system of our system is based on the relational model [4] and equipped with database reorganization and multiple representations supports. This feature makes design systems built on our system can be flexible, extensible and tailor able.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The design database management system (DDMS) is implemented on Pyramid 90x and VAX 8200 computers as well as several SUN workstations. These machines form a distributed design environment via an Ethernet local area network. The system implemented with the C language is built on the network file system (NFS) of UNIX.

The DDMS includes two sub-systems, the in-memory data manager (IMDM), and the design data storage system (DDSS). The DDSS is an object oriented storage system based on the relation data model. It supports hierarchical design data storage, multi-
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multiple representations, versions and backups. Furthermore, it supports dynamic reorganization of design data. Only object oriented operations are supported by it. The data manipulation can only be done in IMDM. Note that the term "object" used throughout this paper means "design object". The object oriented programming environment such as Small-talk is not provided by this system.

With the advent of low cost and high performance workstations equipped with millions bytes of main memory, it is possible to keep all active design data of a design transaction in the main memory. The IMDM provides network model [4] database facilities for in-memory data. The facilities include a C like Data Manipulation Language (CDML), 2-D access paths support, in-memory transaction control, graphic display manager, and user interface generator.

The tool programmer's view of DDMS is shown in Figure-1. To develop a tool on DDMS, the tool designer should do the following tasks. First, define a tool schema based on the global schema of the design data storage system. The schema describes the data and data structure required. Second, make an S-file according to the tool schema. This file describes how the design object is to be displayed in this tool. Third, use the C language embedded with CDML to implement this tool. Fourth, specify the user interface requirements of this tool in an I-file. The precompiler of DDMS will generate a tool program which includes all the database facilities according to these files. All the database facilities would be included in this tool program. The generation process of a tool program is shown in Figure-2.

3. DESIGN DATA STORAGE SYSTEM

The design data storage system is a hierarchical object storage system with version and backup control mechanism. It provides functions of object creating, navigating, loading, saving and deleting. To develop tools on it, the tool designer needs only define a tool schema. A design object manager will be generated according to the tool schema and included into the tool. Users of tools directly interact with the design object manager to handle design object in DDSS. The data structure conversion between disc (DDSS) and memory (tool) is done by the design object manager.

Basiclly, the design data storage system is a relational database system [4]. However, data of an object are treated as a unit. A design object is described by a set of record types (relations). A relation of an object is stored in a file. The multiple representations and multiple data view of tools are supported by the view mechanism of the relational model. Because the tools are developed on the same schema, the design data are shared by them. Therefore, the design data and design changes can be propagated through the database.

3.1 Support for multiple representations

A design object in DDSS is described by the global schema which contains descriptions for the abstract behavior (abstract view), the register transfer level behavior (RTL view) and the net-list of all objects in the database. The net-list has a logic view, a transistor view and a layout view. A view is a subset of the global schema. These views share the same interface. The conversion and consistency maintenance between views are done by tools.

The global schema is designed according to the requirements of all tools built on the system. Figure-3 shows part of the global schema. The record types (relations) for net, net_imp1, net_imp2,
net_imp3 are used to describe nets. The record type net is used to propagate data among schematic, layout and cell editors. For example, a chip designer uses a schematic editor to design a circuit. The schematic editor generates data of record types net, net_imp1 and wirel. Then, he can use a layout editor to layout this circuit. The layout editor reads in the data of the net record type and generates data of record types net_imp2 and wire2. If he develops two layout diagrams for this schematic sheet, only the net_imp2 and wire2 have two copies of data.

An entity, such as a net, may be described by a set of record types. It is uniquely identified by a system generated id (SRID). This SRID is included in all record instances of the record types describing this entity. A SRID is a chronological sequence number, which is assigned when the entity instance is generated. Record types which identify the same entity share the same chronological count. For example, the record types net, net_imp1, net_imp2 and net_imp3 share the same chronological count; their SRID uniquely identify an entity such as a net; therefore, related records of the same SRID can be combined. Besides, the use of SRID makes data reorganization easy. For example, when a new tool which needs new description data for the nets is introduced, a new record type net_imp4 can be added to the global schema without impacting the existing tools.

3.2 Support for multiple versions and backups

A version plane is shown in Figure-4 as appeared in [13]. Each version has a separate set of data in DDSS. Each version has a list of backups. The backup facility allows a designer to "roll back" the older design data during iterative activities of design progression. To get such capability, a negative differential file concept [10] is adopted. When a new backup is created, the negative differential data items are stored in history file. The data of the newest backup is stored. However, the record type files which have not been modified remain unchanged.

Unlike the version server of [13], the equivalence plane is based on global schema in Figure-3. The version plane is divided into layers. The sibling nodes are alternatives. The child node is the derivative of the parent node. Nodes of lower layer inherit data from its ancestor nodes. When an object is derived across layers, the hierarchy should be reconstructed for the next layer. This scheme is explained in Figure-4.

![Figure 4: An example of version plane](image)

Objects L1, L2, L3, L4, L5 are derived from B1. Object LA1 is derived from L2. Object LA2 is derived from L3. Each object has a list of backup V[6] represents a composite object composed by LA1, LA2, B1.

By this organization, validation process can be simplified. After two views have been verified to be equivalent, the equivalence flag can be propagated along the derivation path. For example, the equivalence flag of L2 and B1 in V[3] can be propagated to V[6]. Thereafter, validation process can focus on a single node. Besides, chip designers can find all the layout versions which have same function from the version plane. For example, if a function specification B1 is given, we can find two layout objects LA1 and LA2 from the version plane.

3.3 Reorganization support

When a record type in the global schema is added, deleted or modified, all the tools which use this record type are recompiled to match the newest global schema. At the same time, a program for reorganizing the database is generated. After that, these recompiled tools will automatically call this program when the design data of the old global schema is loaded. This reorganization operation is done at the time when the object is being loaded. Therefore, old design data and design tools can be still available after the global schema had been modified.

3.4 Support for in-memory database

To modify a design object, data must be loaded into in-memory database first. The data manipulation is done on in-memory database. After a design transaction has been done, the modified object is then saved back to DDSS. The DDSS supports a list of object oriented functions for object loading, saving, creating and deleting.
Tool schema definition

Each tool has its tool schema. The tool schema is the in-memory data structure of the tool. Tool programmers use set structure of the network data model [4] to define its data structure. A tool schema is a subset of the global schema extended with some in-memory temporary schema. An example tool schema is shown in Figure-5. A record type in the tool schema may be an in-memory temporary record or a set of record types in DDSS with some in-memory temporary field. The tool schema plays the corresponding role as the subschema in the network data model. A set is defined by a join predicate of relational query languages. If both owner and member record types are in the global schema, the set structure would be constructed automatically at the object load time. For example, the net_wire set in Figure-5 would be constructed automatically after an object had been loaded. 2D access path can also be declared in the tool schema and be constructed at the object loading time. As in Figure-5, a horizontal tile corner stitch [14] is adopted.

Memory consideration

The memory management of this system is handled by the UNIX operating system. The in-memory data are actually stored in the virtual memory space. However, retrieving data from the virtual memory space is still faster than from disc files. DDSS provides DB-unload and DB-savetemp functions to release memory space for latter use. If an object cannot be loaded into the main memory, the tool designer can selectively load some of required record types. The tools of this system cannot continue in case of loading failure.

4. IN-MEMORY DATA MANAGER

The in-memory data manager (IMDM) can be viewed as an in-memory network database management system. Before a chip designer can actually manipulate an object, the object must be fetched into the main memory. Therefore, the overhead of slow disk access and buffer management of traditional disk-based database system can be avoided.

The in-memory data manager consists of a set of program generators for programs of design data manipulation, graphic display management and user interface management. The tool programmer uses C/DML to manipulate design data, an interface description language to specify the user interface, and a sheet description language to describe the format of graphic display. The in-memory data manager will generate programs according to these description and include in them the facilities of graphic display control and in-memory transaction control.

4.1 Data manipulation language (C/DML)

The C/DML commands, whose syntax is similar to that of C function calls, are similar to those of a data manipulation language of the network model [4]. The currency of a record is used as a C-language pointer. An example of C/DML program is shown in Figure-6. This program is based on the tool schema of Figure-5.

4.2 Recovery facilities

Whenever a change is made by issuing a modification command to the in-memory data, a record containing the old and new values of the changed item is written to a special data set called log. Thus, if a failure occurs, the design database can be restored to a correct state by using the log to undo all unwanted changes.

4.3 2D access path support

There are three two-dimensional access (2D) paths supported in C/DML: corner stitch [14], quad tree [2] and multi-dimensional binary tree (KDTREE) [16].

Different 2D access paths are quite different in their data structure, algorithms, and even supported functions. To integrate the various access paths, two constraints are enforced to bind these different access methods to form a unified interface for 2D access paths.

First, all the access paths should support INIT, CREATE, DELETE, and CLEAR functions for access path construction. INIT initializes an access path; CREATE creates an access path element; DELETE deletes an access path element; and CLEAR frees all the access path elements.

Second, POINT_FIND, AREA_SEARCH, AREA_ENUMERATE, READ_BOUNDARY are the standard

TOOL: layout_editor

SHEET: LAYOUT

/* define a sheet layout for tool schema of figure 5 */
$RECORD WIRE %redraw_path:(HOR_TILE);
/* redraw_path specify the access path which is used to locate the data of WIRE record type when this sheet is redrawed. */

[ SHAPE size; /* size is the field name of WIRE record */
 SHAPE describes the size field is to be displayed by the following description */
 %color: COLOR_RED; /* color of this shape */;
 %condition: (layer==HOR_VW); /* % is the currency of record type WIRE */
 /* the condition to display this shape */;
 %iswire_layer: HORIZ_WV /* is wire_layer: HOR_VW */;
 /* HOR_VW is a C variable of tool program */
 %astype:0; /* define fill style of bounding box */
 %fstyle:0; /* define line style of bounding box */
 %mode:0; /* display mode: replace, xor, not .... */
 %box(%.size.x1,%.size.y1),%.size.x2,%.size.y2); /* type of this SHAPE is box */;
 /* coordinate of box is wire.size.x1 ..wire.size.y1*/
 /* wire.size.x2, wire.size.y2 */
]

ENDSHEET

Figure-7 An example sheet description for the automatic graphic response system
functions of C/DML for 2D data searching. POINT_FIND locates a design object by its location; AREA_SEARCH checks if there is any design object intersecting with a rectangular window; AREAENUMERATE reports all the object intersecting with a rectangular window; and READBOUNDARY returns the object space in the 2D plane.

With the find_in_2D command of C/DML, tool programmers can make use of these 2D access paths easily. Declaring a 2D access path is as easy as declaring a C-language variable. Thus, it is easy to catch up with evolutions of 2D access paths.

4.4 Graphic response manager

The graphic response manager is designed based on a scope/sheet model. A sheet is a VLSI diagram or a subset of a VLSI diagram which satisfies some qualification. For example, a schematic diagram can be defined as a sheet too. A scope, which is called a window in other systems, is a subrange of a sheet. A VLSI diagram can be defined as a set of sheets such as the metal layer layout sheet, the diffusion layer layout sheet, etc. These sheets can be overlapped if sheets are declared as transparent and placed correctly on the screen. As in Figure-8, a schematic sheet is displayed on scope-1 and a layout sheet is displayed on scope-3. The layout sheet on scope-3 has a box which defines the scope displayed on scope-2.

Sheets are defined based on the tool schema and stored in an S-file. A sheet description example is shown in Figure-7. The basic graphic types are POINT, BOX, BOX45, GTEXT, SHAPE, LINE, CIRCLE, ARC and POLYGON. Tool designers should define (1) what graphic type a record is to be displayed, (2) the graphic attribute of this graphic type, and (3) how to get the coordinates of this graphic type from the database.

In Figure-7, the wire record is defined to be displayed as a box. The $ means currency of the wire record. The values of xl, yl, x2 and y2 fields are the coordinates of the box. The %color, %style, %from and %mode are graphic attributes for a box to be drawn. The %condition is the condition to draw this shape.

The graphic response manager is organized as three levels, scope/sheet operations, draw sheet functions, and scope/sheet primitives.

The scope/sheet primitives are procedures to display a line, a box, a circle, or other graphic primitives on the desired sheets in appropriate scopes. The management for multiple windows and multiple world coordinates are handled by these primitives. These primitives include scope, sheet, and local primitives which are described in the following.

To design the user interface of a tool on DDMS, the tool designer only has to describe the user interface specification in an I-file. The user interface management program can be generated from the I-file.

The tasks needed to be done for user interface management are screen management and command handling, which are described in the following.

Screen Management

A screen is divided into areas for scopes, panels and ttys. The scopes are used to display design diagrams, sheets, the sheet/scope is managed by the graphic manager. The area of panels are used for menu driven command handling. The ttys are used as emulator for tty. A tty is used to provide a way to do I/O for the C-language standard I/O.

The commands for screen management are listed as follows:
- SCOPE(lbx, lby, dx, dy, show_on/off)
- PANEL(type, lbx, lby, fore_color, back_color, [dx, dy])
- TTY(lbx, lby, dx, dy)

The lbx, lby, dx, dy are used to define a box on the screen. A screen division example is shown in Figure-8.

Command handling

The commands' hierarchy and associated operations can be described as a set of state transition hierarchy. A hierarchical pop-up menu called "walking menu" is generated in the panel region to ease command selection for chip designers. A command handling program is generated by the interface generator. An example of a command hierarchy is described in the following.

STATE: OBJECT
SUBSTATE: STATE: TRAVEL
@ [ ... @ )
STATE: SET @ ( set(object); )
STATE: PARENT @ ( parent(object) )
ENDSUB
STATE: SHOW_OBJ
ENDSUB

A walking menu generated from the above description is shown in Figure-8. In this example, the user selects the TRAVEL fuction and GO to the PARENT object.

CONCLUSION

We have described a database management system designed for developing VLSI design systems. The features of this system are summarized as follows:

* The DDMS is composed of two subsystems. The design data storage system (DDSS) is designed for easy tool integration and effective data management. The in-memory data manager (IMDM) is designed for fast tool development.
* Providing an in-memory data manager, which is based on the network model and supports 2D access paths, tools developed on our system are efficient.

The graphic response manager together with the user interface generator provides a graphic manipulation environment. Tool designers are relieved of most of the programming efforts for graphic display output.
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The tasks of design data manipulation, graphic display and display control, in-memory transaction control, and user interface generation are handled by the system; therefore, the task of tool development can be greatly simplified.

*With the use of the relational model and support of reorganization in the design data storage system, tools developed on our system are independent of underlying storage structure. New tools can be gracefully integrated.
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